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Island Inspirations from Bornholm
September 13 - November 16, 2003

As part of our focus on partnerships in creativity, we are currently collaborating with the Royal
Danish Embassy in Ottawa to bring the work of Maibritt Jonsson and Pete Hunner. The
collaboration of this couple results in work distributed across the full spectrum of glass endeavor;
including elegant production tableware through to one of a kind art vessels and innovative outdoor
sculptures. Almost all take their inspiration from the natural environs surrounding the large studio
and workshop at the Danish coastal site of Bornholm on the Baltic sea. In addition to examining
interdependence of several expressive art forms in the glass media, it addresses the continual
interaction of two creative entities in a collaborative context.

Between them, within the partnership is the desire to create
harmonious objects from glass. Each object encompasses island
inspirations. including sources from Maibritt´s Garden; the nature
on the island; the sea around them; and feelings from the old
fishing villages.

The exhibition will consist of about 100 objects in glass and mixed
media, from small blown pieces reflecting feather patterns of
pheasants, blue jays, and seagulls; to assembled cobs of corn from
the garden, and snowflakes in a winter setting. Larger installations
are included with fishing net patterns inspired by the "Stejleplads"
(drying grounds) that are located beside each small fishing harbour
in Denmark.

A book entitled Jonsson and Hunner, Artisans of Light has been
published by the Art Museum on Bornholm. You can read more
about the book on www.jonssonhunner.com

Here are a few of the other inspirations sources from Jonsson and Hunner´s World:
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Feathers

The winged world is another fountainhead of inspiration.
Birds are beautiful!

Have you ever noticed a small insignificant feather on a
forest path, but neglected the effort to bend down and pick
it up? Try it! You will be surprised. The bird as a creature
is an amazing animal... their shapes, colors and forms
displayed both in and out of the sky. A single feather out
of context is an entirely different experience. The shape of
a feather; the texture and pattern, the play of colors, all
combined to make a flawless example of nature at its best.

Stejleplads

Until the mid 1970´s, all fishing nets in Denmark
were made of cotton. This meant that the
fishermen had to hang their nets to dry after each
fishing trip, to avoid rotting nets. These wonderful
curtains of nets blowing in the wind no longer
exist, as fishing nets of today are made from
nylon. The inspiration source, combined with
making panels of glass much as window glass
was made from the middle ages until 1950's,
create a symbiosis of the historical source and
the modern interpretation. There will be several
installations of this type in the exhibition. One of
them is the installation that was presented in the
Corning New Glass Review (photo nr. 38),
printed in Neues Glas magazine in May 2002.

The Garden

Curious, that despite the majority of our inspirations come from island nature around us, we chose
the vegetable garden to mention here as a source. Perhaps, the grandeur of the nature makes it
hard to see the forest for the trees. The garden is something Maibritt has "created" through
planning and by nurturing a space around her.
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Reflections

To be allowed to reflect on another person's thoughts, to come with input, to receive input. It is
almost like playing ping pong - and fantasy is the ball. But when the set is complete, there is no
winner, just two individuals that have won themselves over to create a common thought.
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